FO RE ST F U N AC T I V I T I E S
WR I T T E N A ND I LLUSTRATED BY CHARLES BO NGERS

GET THE KIDS OUTSIDE AND GO FIND
A MOTHER TREE!
Look around the forest. The mother tree is always the easiest to spot. It’s the
“big” one in the middle of all its offspring. When you find one, let the kids tie
a ribbon around it. Now let them look around for the baby trees (saplings).
When they find the baby trees let them tie ribbons around them too. Remind
the kids the mother tree is connected to all of the babies through its roots
under their feet. Get them all to sit around the tree and read “Do Trees Have
Mothers?” to them so they can experience firsthand how, just like puppies,
piglets, kittens and ducklings, trees really do have mothers too.

Hug the mother tree and find out how old it is.
To find out how old a tree is, you simply multiply its diameter by its growth factor rate.
(Each type of tree’s growth factor rate is at the bottom of the page)
To find its diameter you divide its circumference by Pi 3.14 (Or to make it easy, divide by 3)
Finding the circumference is the fun part.
The measurement between your outstretched fingertips is the same as your height. So if your average child
is 4 feet tall, then the distance between their fingertips will be 4 x 12 = 48 inches.
Get the children to hug the tree together, fingertip to fingertip, to find its circumference in inches...
Divide by 3 and multiply by the tree’s growth factor rate (below) and you have its age!!!
eg.
1/ Hug a Sugar Maple, fingertip to fingertip to find its circumference.
2/ Let’s say its circumference is (12 feet) = 144 inches (round it off to 150”)
3/ Divided by 3 (Pi) = 50
4/ Times by 5 ( Sugar Maples growth factor rate)
5/ = 250 years old

x

x = inches

GROWTH FACTOR RATE BY SPECIES:
2.0: Aspen, Cottonwood | 3.0: Silver Maple, Pin Oak, Linden | 3.5: River Birch | 4.0: American Elm, Green Ash, Red Oak
4.5: Black Walnut, Red Maple | 5.0: Sugar Maple, White Birch, White Oak, Black Cherry | 7.0: Dogwood, Ironwood, Redbud

x

play the Tracking Game.
How to play: First two kids and an adult go ahead and leave a trail of natural objects
unevenly positioned to indicate a subtle discord in natures rhyme. The rest of the kids
and an adult follow 10 minutes later tracking the path until the mother tree is found.
Help the kids observe everything around them in its natural form. They will begin to see
the little things that feel out of place, out of rhyme. Those are their tracking signs, the
hidden trail. When they find the mother tree, get them to sit around it and tell stories
about what they saw along the trail.

Yes, just like puppies, piglets, kittens and ducklings, trees have mothers too.
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